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A language that is as widespread as eng-
lish

sigsignificantni6.6igaicant perhaps that a national advisory
throughout the vanvadiousvariousioukous continentscontinents of the group organized in the united states in 1961

globejulfillsglobe fulfills many different roles in the chose to call itself the national advisory
countries in which it is used over a long council on teaching englishendla as a foreign
period the term foreign language wwasas lanlanguagegnageguage and for which the acronym
used 0quiteite iihdi9cindiscriminatelyfeihfiihmi atelyabely to characharacterizeicterineicterize naaNACTEPLEFlcameocamecame into use only ai few years
the status of english iinn a situation where later the profeprofessionalssionalorganizationorganization of teach-

ersth bulk of the populapopulationtion were native of the subject which finally came to
speakers ofof some 0otheriher I1languageanguago it is freitifruitifruitionion in nenewW york city inin1060j1966 de-

cided to call itself TESTESOL0 teachers of

CONTENTSW english as a second pror other aanlanlanguageguage
since that time thethe 0usese oftheodtheof the wordwor secondwondthepotjhefotthe foreigntp languagelinguage secondcondlalanguagenguagenguage hahass gragraduallydually 66overtakenstakenrtaken thediedle use 0off foreign

distincdistinedistinctionon to characterize the status of inenglishglish as a
by albeitxmirckwardtalbentalbertalbern H marckwardt page 1 nonnativenon natinativeve languageanguage in matmanyayiy ways thistinstius is

lininterculturalteremterewtarem communication an unfortunate ddevelopmenteyeI1opmenhopment since it tends
by L S harnisharms page 4 to obscure artimportantartan important difference which

teslinhawaiiTESLinTESL in hawaiisHawaiis atiptipublicblicalic schools couwbeindicould be indicatedcated bbyayiy aza 1 didiscriminatingscpmmI1 ating uuseusosobywofismrby william H Ccunmnghampageunninghamunninghm page 7
Problemproblemssi in ooze testing reexaminedexaminedre exan 64 dr marckwardt professor emeritus

bybv kenneth G aitken page 9 of english and linguistics atmorphologicalMorphologicat and syutacticg&mplesyntactic comple-
mentationmentatioatlon of two modalsmedals and three princeton university isis a senior

auxiliaries fellow of the east westyest center

by yao shenshenpagenge 10 aatt hediedle university 44of hawaii he is

brifdrillingfing english auxiliary veverbsabsrbs hineslineslin ESL the author of american english
classes Linguistlinguisticsiesfes andbandyand the teachereacher of eng-

lish

eng-er
by donaldDonaldonaidMM deckerpageDecker page 13 and numerous other publications

the game setting an avenue to more
englishsh of the two terms a distinctdistinctioni6rt which has

by emilio cortez page 190 been maintained in british usage for some
years
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let us begin by considering the status more fundamental we may consider the
of english in a number of countries which knowknowledgeledee of french or some other foreign

though now independent were once colo-
nies

language to be a valuable and an essential

of one or another english speaking component of a liberal education some

nation examples comecorne to mindrhind readily thing that liberates the individual from the
enough ghana nigeria the philippines confines of a singlesingesinde language from a single

inm many of them english is still the structuring of experience on the other
hindhand a knowledge of french is by nolanguage in which part or all of the
means necessary for anyone tto0 function

business of government especially the
politically commercially or professionally

national government is carried on parlia-
mentary in this countrydebates the written statutes and although french has been cited here for
government reports the conduct of the
courts purposes of illustration there is nothing

that points inevitably to a particular lan-
guageit may be the language in which to be studied from the point of

all or many of the commercial view of the purposes which have been
transactions are conducted it may mentioned it could as well be german
also figure significantly in such cere-
monial

spanish italian or russian it is the ianlan
functions as church services and guage learning experience and achievement

public celebrations it is usually wholly or ramatherrathermatnertifter than the specific language that is im-
portantin part the language of instruction in the portant the foreign language is rarely if

schools in addition to being one of the sub-
jects

ever the language of instruction in the
of study and in this connection schools in general what has been said of

emphasis is placed equally upon the mastery french in the ununiteditedcited states applies equally
of all four of the language skills listening to beneishengusheneish in japan in the latinutin american
speaking reading and writing in fact the countries and in most of europe it is a
aim of the educational system is often that foreign and not a second language
of establishestablishingingaa fairly widespread bilingual-
ism

in circumstances such as these it is
and finally some of ththee literature evident that general bilingualism is not a

produced in the country may be written in contemplated goal valuable as it may be in
english individual cases the native language is

when the use of english inin a country expected to remain dominant reading is
fulfillsftdfflisaheasahethe conditions which hahaveve just been proprobablybablybabiy the skill that will be used most
outlined we speak of it as a second lan-
guage

extensively under these circumstances
actually ththee term is applicable inin a except for those who engage in foreign

dual sense chronologically considered it travel except for this latter point the
is a second language since almost everyone classical languages could fulfill the educa-

tionalwlmwimwill leamlearn either a local language or the function that has been specified just
native national language first functionally about as well as the modem foreign lan-

guages
lan-

guconsidered it is a second language in that it guagesageg and in facttheyfact they did just that over a
becomes an additional and essential com-
munications

long period in the past
resource at one time all of the study of english

one may contrast the foregoing situation worldthroughout the non english speaking
with countries and educational systems was conceived as falling into ononee or the
where english may be said to occupy the other of the foregoing categories ESL or
position of a foreign language not unlike EFLEFIL just recently an additional concept
the status of french in all but a very few has been recognized as well that of a library
parts of the united states in general we language 0orr I1language of study there are
look upon the acquisition of a i fair working coucountriesntries faf6forr example where english is not
knowledge of french as a desirable or at all an 9officialfficiolaicioljlanguage nornor isis it ihithithe40wmowlan-

guagelaudabledable cultural achieveachievementant6nt oror even guaft 0off instruinspruinstructioncil n in the primary ianlanand
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secondary schools yet it plays a larger english is a second language in that a smaller
role than merely that of a foreign lan-
guage

portion of the population is affected and
it serves the purpose of a window the range of subject matter is considerably

to the world to employ a phrase used by restricted nevertheless within these limits
nehru a highdegreehigh degree of competence is required and

in countries such as thailand for certainly far more than just a reading
example the thai language serves quite knowledge for this reason the term
satisfactorily for affairs which are of purely language of study seems to characterize the
local or national concern yet the moment situation much morgmoremore precisely than library
the interests of the intellectual and scientific language
community are extended into the inter-
national

likeukeilko most schemes of classification this
sphere one of the languages of one is open to the charge of oversimpli-

ficationwider communication must serve as the fi not everything is as neatly cut and
vehicle to put thesituationthe situation into concrete dried as it has been presented here in
terms not long after the appearance of a certain instances india for example english
new book written in english and dealing has the status of a third rather than a second
with microbiology geophysics or survey danJanlanguagejanguageguage and although indiajikeindiaoikeJikeolkelikeilke the philip-

pinesresearch techniques it is likely to be is firmly committed to bilingualismun
trantranslatedslated into japanese the possibility like the philiphilippinesppinespaines english is not necessarily

of its being translated into thai is very contemplated as one of the two langulanguagesages
remote for one thing the market is not of the duo in japan english has not only
sufficient to justify the cost and for an-
other

the status of a foreign language but virtual-
lytheahedheahr thai are not yetet certain that that of a mandatoryamandatoryamendatory foreign language

their vocabulary can be successfully adaptadapteded rather than one of a number of freely
to many of the current scientific disciplines available possibilities in short although
in short such groups of students and these three categories are useful to a degree
scholars need to be able to read technical we must remember that every country
english presents a set of circumstancescircumstances peculiar to

but that is not the whole story if it itself which in turn affects not only the
were the term library language would place of english in the educational system
be descriptively adequate we must realize but the mmotivationotivation the goals and the
however that in order to keep uupp with this methods ofteachingtheof teaching the language aswellas wellweilweli
expansion of knowledge some students and
indeed some of the professionals will have TESL REPORTERORTERten
to study abroad foreign scholars know-
ledgeable

A quarterly publication of the eng-
lishledgeable in these fieldsfieldsnields will undoubtedly IOnlonlanguageguage jnstituteinstituteinstitute and the

be brought into the country unquestion-
ably

BATESLBATESL proprogramtramgram of the brigham
they will have to lecture in english young university hawaii711awaii campus

this adds to the reading skills already
editor allceaiicealice C pack

specified that of aural comprehension staftstaffapihemi116 capiwapikapikapl herni michael foley
students in seminars or study groups will
have to respond totb their instructor in hisbis william gallaghergalgai lagherbagher

own language which demands a speaking articles relevant to teaching english
knowledge they may be asked to prepare asas a second langulanguagedge in hawaii the
papers and reports and if any publishable south pacific and asia may be sub-

mittedscholarship comes out of the venture it will totheebotheeto the editorditortkoughboxl57through box 157
have to be written in enishenglish hawaiibrigham young university

this poses the necessity for a command campus laie oahubahu hawaii 96762
of all four of the language skills the de-
mand

doublemanuscripts should be spaced
for this kind of competence is not as isixandmid typedhyped not exceeelceeexceedingding six pages

extensive as it would be in a country where




